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Introduction
During January 2018 Cymorth Cymru, the umbrella organisation for homelessness and housing-related
support providers in Wales, held a series of engagement events for people to share their experiences
of using Supporting People services. These were attended by approximately 100 people from a wide
range of providers and housing associations.
• Nantgarw, 15 January 2018
to
• Rhyl, 18 January 2018
all of the 150 people
• Carmarthen, 25 January 2018
who shared their
We also conducted an online survey for people who were unable
experiences of using
to attend the engagement events. Over 50 people responded to
this survey. Thank you to everyone who shared their views with
Supporting People
us - we have made a real effort to ensure that the majority of this
services in Wales.
report is a reflection of your views expressed in your own words.

Thank you

What is the Supporting People Programme?
The Welsh Government’s Supporting People Programme provides housing-related support to
approximately 60,000 vulnerable people every year, helping them to avoid homelessness and live
independently. The aims of the Supporting People Programme are:
• Helping vulnerable people live as independently as possible.
• Providing people with the help they need to live in their own homes, hostels, sheltered housing or
other specialist housing.
• Preventing problems in the first place or providing help as early as possible in order to reduce
demand on other services such as health and social services.
• Providing help to complement the personal or medical care that some people may need.
• Ensuring quality services, which are delivered as efficiently and effectively as possible through joint
working between organisations that plan and fund services and those that provide services.
• Promoting equality and reducing inequalities.

Who is this report aimed at?
The people who attended our events were keen that their views reach a wide audience. Many of the
issues that they raised are not the sole responsibility of the housing sector. People’s experiences do
not fit neatly into single boxes, but have been affected by a range of issues across all areas of people’s
lives. However, people wanted the following people and organisations to take notice and take action:
• Providers, landlords and commissioners of Supporting People services in Wales
• Welsh Government Ministers and Assembly Members
• Local authorities in Wales, including housing, social services and education
• Health Boards in Wales
• Police and criminal justice agencies working in Wales
• Schools, colleges and other educational establishments

About Cymorth Cymru
Cymorth Cymru is the umbrella body for providers of homelessness and housing-related support
services in Wales. Cymorth Cymru acts as the ‘voice of the sector’, influencing the development and
implementation of policy that affects our members and the people they support. We work in partnership
with members and other stakeholders to prevent and reduce homelessness and improve the quality of
life for people who are marginalised or at risk of housing crisis across Wales.

What matters to you?
RELATIONSHIP WITH STAFF • Belief • Trust • Respect • The fact that there’s somebody there • Having
someone to talk to • Someone who knows you well enough to know something’s wrong • Trust that
someone has your back • Relationship with my key worker • That the staff listen to me and my problems
• Relationships with support workers • People listening to you • Being respected • Non-judgmental
treatment by others • Support workers not locking themselves in the office • Being listened to • Support
• Relationships • Support worker being approachable • Staff respecting my journey and achievements •
Being listened to • Service users on interview panels for support worker recruitment • Support workers
with experience of using services • Support workers who know and understand needs. This leads to
respect and trust from service users • People skills that support workers have to offer • Trust – know
that someone has your back • Relationship with key worker • That staff listen to me and my problems •
My support worker • Personalised service according to individual needs • Balanced. Tied into individual
need, which is different for everyone. • Listening to me • to be involved and heard • People Listening
to you • to be listened to • To be treated fairly and be respected • Fairness, inclusion, empowerment,
involvement, sharing and caring • being heard, support and company • Its important that Staff from
services are available to help and spend time with and reassure.
“Being listened to.”
“Keeping me and my children safe.”

“Being respected.”

SOMEWHERE TO LIVE • A place to live • Not being on the street • Roof over my head and somewhere
to live • Affordable accommodation • Just having a roof over your head • Roof over our head • A roof
over my head • My Home • not becoming homeless • Having a home • Having a roof over my head •
My home • Finding my own home • finding my own property • getting my own tenancy • Roof over my
head • Having somewhere to live • getting my own place • finding a home so I can make a fresh start •
building a happy home for myself and my children. Finding a place to live so I’m not on the streets.
SAFETY, SECURITY AND STABILITY • Safety/ security • Making sure I myself am safe • Stability • Safe
neighbourhood • Safety • A safe place to grow • Safety, and the feeling of safety • keeping me and
the kids safe • Keeping me and my children safe • Being safe • that I am safe and my children • security,
safety • being safe • Safe house is provided especially with children • to ensure your children have a
stable environment and safe • staying safe • living a good and happy safe life • Feeling safe • being safe
in my home • stable environment. • Safety and security. •
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT• Location • convenient for accessing shop, health services, pharmacy •
Environment (nice to live, own room, own bathroom) • Wifi that works • Integrated with community, but
also safe and separate, e.g. from drug use areas that hold strong associations and/or where one
expects to see people from past • Location • Having facilities close by •
ACCESSIBILITY, CONSISTENCY AND CONTINUITY • Good communication • Consistency in support (24 hours) •
Consistency between support workers • Consistency • Consistency of weekly visits • Knowing who to
go to; continuity. • Consistency of rules being applied the same to everyone • Consistency of approach
– drug testing / breathalysing doesn’t happen in all services • Understanding why things are done
differently sometimes or in some services • Keeping the same support worker throughout my journey
– even though I know I’m not, I feel like I’m being judged for my decisions every time I have to tell my
story to a new support worker • 24 hour support • Access to help 24 hours a day • Support being
there as and when I need it. • Enough support workers • Continued funding • Gender balance in services
• Good communication. •

HEALTH AND WELLBEING my mental health • Staying in sobriety • Good health • staying drug free •
happiness and my health • Health • mental health • Being mentally well enough to function on a daily basis
• Happiness and to be healthy • staying drug free • Being STRESS FREE • healthy lifestyle for u and the
children • To be happy • Not feeling alone • Self-preservation
FAMILY AND RELATIONSHIPS Relationships • The health and wellbeing of my children & future happiness
• Getting back in touch with my family • Happy Family life • Family and well being • My Children and their
safety • My son and hoping my ex partner does not find my new home • My child • keeping me and the
kids safe • My children • Keeping me and my children safe • My family • My children • being able to get
along with my daughter • my family • My Family, Friends • My children. • My Children • building a happy
home for myself and my children. • Friends. • Being able to communicate with people close to me. •
CONFIDENCE, INDEPENDENCE AND MOVE ON • Setting up a move on plan • Confidence • To know there’s
someone I can contact after moving on • Someone to help ease me back into independence •
Independence • Move on services • To be able to live independently but still have support • Help setting
up goals • Continued support after moving on • Taking ownership of my own actions/ responsibilities •
Enabling me to become independent • Moving • to be as independent as possible • gaining confidence
FINANCIAL SUPPORT • Support with universal credit • manage money • Financial support •
ACCESSING SERVICES, ACTIVITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES • Cooperating with other agencies • Help with
appointments • Direction to services • Anxiety and mindfulness courses • Activities (film nights, bowling) •
starting a new job • Activities • Support to carry on doing things like volunteering • Being able to carry on
volunteering • Opportunities • Employment • Educational opportunities • starting a new job • Prompting to
go shopping. • Being able to achieve career aims. •

“Fairness, inclusion, empowerment,
involvement, sharing and caring”

“To be able to live
independently but
still have support.”

“Healthy lifestyle for me and
the children, staying safe
and building a happy home
for myself and my children.”

“My mental health.”

How has SP support changed your life?
I don’t know where I would be without my keyworker • it got my life back on track without support I don’t
know what I would do • Without support I don’t know where I would be. • I do not know where we would
be without SP support. • It has given me my life back
HOPE, CONFIDENCE AND SELF WORTH • Given me the opportunity to have independence and has made
me feel like a person • Giving me hope • Different perspective on how life is – positive • Confidence •
Self-esteem • Motivation • I’ve had help to become the person I want to be • Gives you space to think
• I’m not as bad as I think I am • Help to stop doubting/ hating yourself • Helps make you feel like you’re
worth something • Learning to become comfortable in your own skin • Better outlook on life • Positive
attitude • Self-love • Confidence building • Positive attitude • Helped grow confidence • I have a reason to
think about things • I’m a bit more confident and grounded • My confidence has improved massively and
I have gained so much since I have been supported • they have helped me see that I as a person does
matter and I’m not as worthless as I thought. • I am so much more confident since receiving support • I
have been supported with lots of different things that I would not have been able to achieve without
my support worker • Made me fight for myself, made me believe I can do things and that I am important •
helped me with my confidence. • I am happier • Has given me the confidence to ask for the things I need.
• given me more confidence • Gave me confidence to move forward in all aspects of my life. • Helped
my confidence, made me feel better about myself, and happy • Support has made me feel positive, and
I believe the Course that I am going to attend with make me more confident. • gained confidence , if I got
a problem I could rectified it through support • its helped a lot, it’s brought my confidence back a little bit
and I’m feeing like I can finally do a few things for myself • Staff have encouraged me to keep achieving
small goals, Staff have discussed negative and positive life choices but allowed me to make my own
decisions. They do not give up on you. • Given me hope. Confidence, Self-esteem. Motivation. •
HOUSING & LIVING INDEPENDENTLY • kept me off the street in bad weather which in turn gives you hope •
I’ve had support to find housing • Learned to live independently • Kept me off the streets • I have a roof
over my head • Roof over my head • Learned to live independently • Keep me off the streets • roof over
my head • Given me stability • I love living independently but knowing I have support there if I need it •
Helped me get a grant to get a bed and bedding and bedroom items for my son to have his own room
• Got me out of my uncles house where I was sofa surfing moved into a shared house • I’m no longer
homeless • I received SP support over a few months when I had to leave a family situation which left
me homeless. The SP support was via the hostel I was able to stay in whilst I got back on my feet. •
No longer homeless and feel better in myself. • helped me get my new home and supported me with a
meeting with the chief inspector to issue my ex partner a warning • helping me get high banding to move
• Helped me find a property • Helped me find my own property, helped me make it my own and feel safe
and happy • when I first came onto support myself and daughter where at crisis point, when our support
worker helped us both find independent accommodation and settle into our properties without stress •
Not street homeless anymore • Helped me to become more independent • It pays for the services I need
to have a roof over my head • taught me basic life skills which has given me independence. • helped me
find a new flat • support has helped me to get my house. • Independence. • A place to live. • No longer
homeless. • Helped me understand what a home is. • Supported me to do daily chores. •
“When I first came onto support myself
and daughter were at crisis point, when
our support worker helped us both find
independent accommodation and settle
into our properties without stress.”

“They have helped me see that I
as a person does matter and I’m
not as worthless as I thought.”
“Given me hope.”

SAFETY, SECURITY AND FREE FROM ABUSE Helped me access housing support and support around
Domestic abuse • I received support around domestic abuse and was helped to find a new home • able
to access refuge. • Domestic abuse. • I came in to refuge on the verge of a breakdown and now I finally
feel free and starting to look forward to the future with me and the children living a healthy lifetime • It’s
given me and my children security and a safer environment to be in • I now feel safe • Security • Made
my life more easier and safe, •
MANAGING MONEY & ACCESSING SERVICES • Given me the understanding of how processes work like
housing benefit etc. • Help and support with knowing what benefit I was supposed to be on • Help with
managing my time • Support to get valid ID • Having someone to motivate me to go to appointments – I
just wouldn’t do these • Benefits • Money management • allowed me to work with services • I’m better
with my money and budgeting • Helped with applying for benefit • helped me access benefits • I have
only been having support for a short period of time, however, my support worker is looking into support
groups for me • Help with housing, benefits, all outstanding paper work. • been advised about money
problems, relationships, helped with all the housing, form filling, being heard. •
HEALTH AND WELLBEING • Counselling • got me the support I needed with my mental health • I’ve come a
long way since leaving hospital • Health and wellbeing – I have a more active lifestyle • I was in a bad
place when I met my support worker but she got me the help I need and I am now linked in with GP and
mental health services • helped me feel better. • Supported me with anxiety and confidence. •
SUBSTANCE MISUSE AND CRIME • It stopped me going down the road of drugs and crime • It stopped
the cycle for me – using drugs and going to jail. It made me realise there were people out there who
wanted to help me • Stopped using substances • stopped anti-social behaviour • Stopped me drinking,
shoplifting, and going to A+ E… I’ve gone to rehab. I’m abstinent. • It has given me a straight mind in life and
also helped me get of drugs • I have come off cannabis all by myself and feel proud and know I will go on
to not use anymore. •
FAMILY, RELATIONSHIPS AND SOCIAL INTERACTION • Better relationships with family • Takes the pressure
off family • Helps my mum support me • Not getting caught in family drama • Helped me get out of a bad
relationship • Relationship building • Helped my children understand • Takes the stress and worry off me
as a parent. • I’m not as lonely • Isolation is not a problem now • Social interaction • I have someone to
talk to • Interaction with other residents. • Given me a chance to build relationships with family. •
EDUCATION AND WORK • Found work • Qualifications • Work experience • Helped me stay in education •
Qualifications • Life skills • Help finding work • Been helped to different courses. •

“I have been supported in lots of ways,
helped to get my new home for me
and my children, getting my little one
into school, solicitor appointments
and court I am so thankful for the
support I have been receiving.”

“It has given
me my life
back.”

“I do not know
where we would
be without SP
support.”

“Before, I was a car crash. I’ve realised
my problems, I’ve been guided. I
wouldn’t have cared about this [the
engagement event]. It has turned my
life around. I’ve learnt that I am the
only the one who can help myself, but
they have backed me up.”

“Helped me find a property, helped me
access benefits, helped me feel better.
Helped my children understand.”

Where do you think you would be if you
hadn’t received this support?
Supporting People services are often described as life-changing - and life-saving. We asked people
where they thought they would be if they hadn’t received support from these services.
• I’d have no future • not in a good place • I would be lost and I would of gone down the wrong road • I
don’t know but not in a good place • I have no idea, I don’t like to think about it, but I know it would not be
good • I feel I would not have been in a very good place if it hadn’t been for the support I now receive. •
in a very dark place • I dread to think • I cannot think about that • I’d be in trouble! •
HOMELESSNESS • On the streets • Living in a tent in the forest • Stuck waiting for accommodation • Still
on the streets, sleeping rough or sofa surfing • I’d be on the streets • On the streets • Sofa surfing •
Homeless – living on the streets • In jail or homeless • On the streets • Homeless • sleeping rough • sofa
surfing • I’d still be homeless or even dead • On the streets with no where to live • I would still be on
the streets • I would have reached such a low point I would probably ended up being on the streets •
Homeless • on the streets • Sleeping rough • Not on the housing register and not able to get funding •
living on the streets • On the streets • don’t know probably on the streets • out on the streets • Still on
the streets • homeless • probably on the streets • I would not have my house • Homeless with nowhere
to live • I would be homeless • On the streets. • On the streets or sofa surfing. •
DEATH • Dead • Not around • Six foot under • Death • Possibly dead • Dead • Dead or in prison • Wouldn’t be
here • Dead • In prison or deceased • Dead? • Wouldn’t be sitting here, that’s for sure. • Death. • I wouldn’t
have survived • Dead • In a six ft by two ft box • I’d still be homeless or even dead • I would not be here •
Dead • I don’t think I would be here • 6 foot under • Dead • I wouldn’t have made it this far into my life. •
HEALTH AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING • Struggling emotionally and practically • Still at home with very poor
mental health • Still in hospital • Mentally unwell • Addicted to substances • Health problems • Stuck in
isolation • I would probably have returned to drugs and alcohol • Isolated • Cut off from the country (in
care) • Feel hopeless • Still be addicted to drugs and alcohol • I would still be very isolated and lonely
• in hospital • walking the roads through the day, feeling very low and even suicidal • very Isolated,
struggling, sad and lonely • Homeless with nowhere to live with increased mental health difficulties •
Selling drugs • Using, smoking crack • Addicted to substances • Taking more drugs • Gone mad. •
CRIMINAL JUSTICE • I would be in jail or homeless • In prison • Dead or in prison • In prison or deceased •
Jail? • Life of crime • Prison • In jail or homeless • I would be in Prison • I would be in prison • God knows,
hard to tell, probably Prison • In jail • on the street or in prison •
DOMESTIC ABUSE • still in an abusive relationship with nowhere to go • Still be in the same relationship •
possibly still with my ex partner • still living at home with my abusive husband • I would probably returned
to my ex • Probably still with my ex • Stuck in an abusive household with my 2 young children • On the
streets and most probably in another abusive relationship •
FAMILY AND RELATIONSHIPS • No relationship with my son •
Wouldn’t have the same relationships • I would have
lost my children • On my own – without any
family • myself and my daughter would
no longer have a relationship •
FINANCES • No money • No money and
not receiving my benefits • I would
have no money, and I might have
looked at other ways to get money •
no money and not receiving any benefit •

Has SP helped you to access other services?
Lots of people commented that using SP services had helped them to access a range of other services.
Some did not have the confidence to approach them independently, some had lost faith in services
and systems.. The vast majority of attendees talked about the benefits of SP opening doors to other
services that subsequently helped their health, wellbeing and confidence, as well as enabling them to
access a range of educational opportunities and activities.
HEALTH: A large number of people commented that support had enabled them to
access a range of health services, including GP, dentist, psychiatrist, mental health,
counselling, substance misuse detox, drug and alcohol services, anxiety courses,
mental health support groups, dermatology, alcohol and drug rehabilitation services,
occupational therapist. This support included helping people to register or re-engage
with services, providing access to internal health services, providing practical and
emotional support for people to make and attend appointments, making referrals, encouraging
professionals to make referrals, and helping people to communicate their health issues to professionals
during assessments and appointments.
EDUCATION, WORK AND VOLUNTEERING: Lots of people said that support had
helped them to engage or re-engage with education or work, as well as
access a range of volunteering opportunities. This included courses to improve
people’s reading and writing, a wide range of volunteering opportunities within
provider organisations and externally, support to enrol in college, support to do
GCSEs, funding for driving lessons, interview skills, confidence building courses,
writing CVs and filling in application forms, help looking for work, support to
attend interviews for college, motivation to attend college on a ‘low day’, and
support to get into employment,

“Courses to
improve my
reading and
writing - I could
barely read and
write before I
began receiving
support.”

SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES: Lots of people also talked about the importance
of social and recreational activities in reducing social isolation and improving their
physical and mental health. Many of them spoke about the financial barriers to using
sports or gym services for people with very little income and how their support
provider or exercise prescription schemes had enabled them to overcome these
barriers. However, some of the exercise prescription schemes only lasted a few
weeks, resulting in people losing the ability to access gym or exercise classes again.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT: One of the most common issues facing people using SP services is difficulty
managing money and accessing appropriate financial support. Lots of people commented that SP
services had helped them to claim social security, including support to understand their entitlements,
complete forms, articulate their circumstances and overcoming barriers. Other people talked about help
to access services such as food banks.
OTHER SERVICES INCLUDING HOUSING, SOCIAL SERVICES, SCHOOLS AND
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: People also referenced a range of other services
that they had been supported to access, including housing services,
child and adult social services, meetings and registration with
schools, support to meet and raise concerns with the police, and
help to apply to court. This illustrates the holistic approach taken by
SP services - and the wide ranging, flexible skills and knowledge of
staff - in supporting people to address and find solutions to a wide
range of issues affecting their lives and their ability to access and
maintain tenancies.

“I was supported to
countless meetings with
school to get my daughter
there without her father
finding out where she
is. helped get the kids
registered with school ,
doctors , health visitor ,
dental also housing.”

How did the support help you access services?
CONFIDENCE AND ENCOURAGEMENT • Support worker provided encouragement • Confidence to attend
appointments • Before I didn’t think I was worth it • Encourage and advise to use services • Support
workers can help feel more confident – if they’re good • Moral support • Acknowledgment and
reassurance • Confidence, feeling supported. It’s useful to know the help to get there is there if I need
it, even if I don’t necessarily use it. • Going to any appointment is much harder without support, I get so
nervous and I don’t know what to say •
HAVING A VOICE AND BEING LISTENED TO MORE • I now have a voice through support from my keyworker
when dealing with agencies and other services • Remembering what to talk about at doctor’s • I was
listened to more when I went to appointments with my support worker •
AWARENESS OF SERVICES AND HOW TO ACCESS • I would have never known how to access mental health
services • Help understand what help is available • Support workers helped me join the dots • definitely
helped me I didn’t know what I was entitled to before support • My support worker and I made a plan of
what we were going to look at and she told me who were the specialist in other areas and referred me
on • Helped provide alternative services when something didn’t work for me • my support worker gives
me any information I require and emotional support when needed. • SP made me aware that there’s
support out there for emergencies and for ongoing needs. •
SUPPORT TO ARRANGE AND ATTEND APPOINTMENTS • Support to make sure I attend appointments •
Support worker schedules meetings • Help setting up and keeping appointments • Getting there –
reminders, transport • Appointment diaries • arranged appointments and given lifts there • Staff members
coming with me to appointments is really helpful • I find it hard to take in all the information when I’m at
appointments and forget things easily, so it’s good to have the support •
HAVING A PERMANENT ADDRESS • I have a permanent address so can now register with a GP, substance
misuse & mental health services • Having a fixed address has meant I can register with a GP and dentist •

“SP helped with this via the support workers
at the hostel at a time when, although I am
an able and independent adult, I had lost all
confidence and courage. They helped me find
a way through this back to a place of strength.”

“SP support also helped with other
services, like CPS adult social
services, e.g. help with emotional
support and sitting in on meetings
for support - and so much more help
that we couldn’t live without.”

“I was not able to leave my flat. I was in a
strange area and I had not been outside at
all. my support worker supported me to
register with GP and have an emergency
appointment. GP then referred me for an
emergency appointment the following day
which my support worker supported me to
attend. I would not have done this on my own
and would likely not be here now.”

“SP has helped us with the
confidence to make appointments
independently and to build a
positive relationship with the
professionals involved in our life,
which are important to maintain
our health and wellbeing.”

How has SP changed how you use health services?
Many people who use Supporting People services have physical and/or mental health problems. Some
have frequently used emergency and hospital services due to health crises, others have been unable to
register with health services or lost the confidence to organise and attend appointments. Lots of people
use health services differently as a result of using SP services, and there are a range of benefits for
people and the public purse due to more appropriate, preventative use and less use of crisis services.
PEOPLE HAVE REGISTERED OR RE-ENGAGED WITH HEALTH SERVICES • Having a fixed address has meant I can
register with a GP and dentist • I’m set up with my GP now • Getting registered with doctors and dentist
• Registered with GP & dentist • Re-engaged with health services • Yes as I now use services. • With
support I have been able to go to get up-to-date bloods and dental appointment is all sorted • Yes I have
registered with my local GP. •
SUPPORT HAS ENABLED PEOPLE TO BOOK AND ATTEND APPOINTMENTS • Yes as they have helped me get my
appointments and helped me get there • I go to appointments more. • Yes I am confident contacting the
services and attending appointments. • I am under the CMHT, but I would not attend without support they
help me attend to all my health appointments. • I have been supported to go GP appointments and mental
health assessments I wouldn’t of been able to do this without her • Help with accessing GP and related
services / appointments e.g. registering, making and attending appointments • my support worker as
been able to get in touch with OT for me to arrange an appointment •
PEOPLE HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE TO CONTACT AND USE HEALTH SERVICES • Without support I wouldn’t have
gained the confidence to phone the GP • I go to the GP more often because my support worker helps me
talk to him • I didn’t want to go to the doctors alone, I hadn’t been for so long before meeting my support
worker. I knew I needed to but I couldn’t • GP services – where previously I had no trust • Yes i have
confidence and independence to seek medical help. • Yes I have learnt to challenge the GP receptionist •
Yes I have the confidence to go to the GP with my problems rather than trying to ignore them • Yes, I am
more confident talking to the receptionist now •
PEOPLE USING SOME HEALTH SERVICES LESS FREQUENTLY • Was in hospital a lot • In hospital for a few
weeks before referral to support service • Don’t go to doctor as much (health better) • Yes I feel I
can cope a lot better with the support of my support worker • I used to permanently visit the GP for
everything now I talk my support worker when I’m worried and really reduced the amount I visit the GP •
PEOPLE ARE PRIORITISING THEIR HEALTH MORE • Support has changed the way I feel about health services I realise it’s important • Weekly visits have helped me notice triggers • Paying attention to my needs more
• Yes, I will call the Dr now when I need to and understand how important it is to attend appointments •
PEOPLE ARE MORE AWARE OF SERVICES • It’s made me aware that there is help available • Gave me a idea
of accessing more health services • My support worker has told me about things and referred me to
other agencies • It helped me to link with medical services. I would not have done this on my own at that
time and I really needed to as I was deteriorating fast. •
PEOPLE ARE ACCESSING MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICES • Yes I have workers from
the mental health team now • Yes, I know I can talk to my GP about my mental health as well as my
physical health now • Yes I have had support to go through detox • Yes, because I am seeing CMHT •
Helped to access counselling • GP referral to mental health • I have been supported to go to mental
health assessments I wouldn’t of been able to do this without her • Mental health services, encouraged
towards ADAS then rehab - worked to become abstinent. • Help with mental health services e.g. making
and attending appointments • I was able to get referred to a mental health service and counselling •
Access to counselling internally through my service •
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY • Yes free gym and I go swimming • GP and also given me a free gym membership
MORE APPROPRIATE USE • I have accessed the correct health services since being supported
SOME PEOPLE HAVE NOT CHANGED THE WAY THEY USE HEALTH SERVICES • Use services the same as before
• No, not really • No change • not as yet, but hope this will change during my time on support •

What has the support service done well?
“Taken away the past
and given me a future.”

“Budgeting and
payment plans.”

“Given me a lot of support, they react
well in hard situations and are amazing
dealing with tough decisions they have
also given me a second chance in life and
are helping me achieve my career goals.”
“I feel the support plan works
well and helps give structure
and a sense of independence.”

“Taught me certain skills
I didn’t have before,
helped me with my
social anxieties, included
and involved me in lots
of different activities.”
“Help regain my
confidences , brought
my mental state to
a manageable level,
made me feel safe and
secure and made me feel
positive for the future.”
“Very friendly but
professional boundaries –
you know where the line is.”
“Improved relationships
with Youth Offending
Service & social services.”

“Got me a place and helped
sort my money issues out .”

“It has given me the support
to help keep my family and
myself safe from abuse and
helped me attain a new home
for my children and myself.”

“Being discreet when contacting
me and help finding a new home
for me and my daughter.”

“Been honest and I never feel judged. I
know I’ve made some mistakes, but my
worker helps me come to terms with that.”
“Moving from residential
to independent living.”

“No ‘them
and us’.”

“Changing,
adapting,
responding to
feedback and
problems.”

“My key worker
has pretty much
kept me out of jail.”

“Helped me feel like I am
worth something and I
can get my children back.”

“Good communication.”

“Support workers know
when to engage and when
to take a step back.”

“Brilliant, adaptable,
knowledgeable, supportive,
kind, understanding and
proactive support workers.”
“Listened, not judged, let me tell
my story and made promises
that so far have been kept.”
“Motivating residents and help
to access an educational / work
programme that is right for the
person accessing it .”

“I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t
have support. They are there
for me when I need them.”

“Independent living skills
- cooking / cleaning /
budgeting/learning skills.”

“24 hour
support on
call services.”

“Good referral between services.”

“Listened
and did
not judge
me.”

“Given me the tools to feel
confident and to move
forward with my life.”

“Made my
house safe
for me
and my
children.”

“They have helped me to
manage money and also
helped me get confidence.”

“Kept me safe and healthy and
I feel they all look out for me.
and they are there when I need
support and feeling down .”

What has not worked well and could be improved?
Some people couldn’t answer this question and said “No criticism,” or “Nothing, they have helped me
with everything I needed” - but others had suggestions to improve services:
COMMUNICATION • Knowing who you can talk to about specific problems • communication between
departments (a lot of repeating information and confusion) • Internal communications within services •
Services not talking to each other. •
AWARENESS OF SERVICES AND SUPPORT ROUTES • There needs to be a database of support routes • Need
to publicise schemes more and raise awareness. • I wasn’t aware of the support out there before my
problems. If I had know I would have been able to seek advice earlier. •
MOVING ON • Lack of move on accommodation • When people move on, everything needs to be in place –
furniture, communication etc. • Things are always down to the wire (move on, transfers, support worker
change etc.) which can be really bad for anxiety • Some more forward planning needed • I am still
homeless as will only be housed near Family but don’t know what could be done. •
FINANCES AND RESOURCES • Rent prices need to be lower • Funding – not enough money to go around •
Funding were the need is • At times only having one member of staff • stopping the in-service counselling
• at the moment lack of funds, and maybe a bit more help needed when first come into refuge for food
items • Understaffed • Support for support workers – more resources, team leaders being more handson • Further support with Weekly support sessions •
ENVIRONMENT AND FACILITIES • Location of support in bad influence areas are setting you up to fail • Would
like constant activities • Better wifi – it’s difficult to study when you don’t have good internet access • Not
allowed to keep a pet • could be improved a TV and wifi to work in my room as sometimes I just want to
be alone • Helping with filling my spare time • feel where children are in a refuge shouldn’t be drug users
or alcohol depended people should just be a family refuge . as I feel I have escaped an abusive person
and sometimes these users turn nasty while in refuge and I escaped this not for my children to go on
the at risk registrar • Wifi being turned off. • Maintenance issues. •
ACCESSING SERVICES AND WAITING LISTS • Gateway access – at times I felt left in the lurch • Accessing
the service is very difficult • A big waiting list • Long waiting list • It seemed a long time before I got my
own support worker •
CONSISTENCY • Consistency between health boards • Consistency of testing • Need to streamline and
work together • Some appointments need support every time – not just the first time • Some projects
have good practices that aren’t done at other projects •
RULES AND SANCTIONS • Occasionally rules being bent for certain people, which can negatively affect
others • too many strict rules • Not harsh enough sanctions when a resident steals etc • room bans •
no lock on food cupboard door. More regular meetings to ensure house rules are being followed and
to ensure relationships between residents runs smoothly. • I don’t like rules • the rules, the fact that we
cannot stay in each others rooms after 10.30 pm. • the rules and regulations and procedures and policies
appear to change not with staff but with management • Being told to clean my room and kitchen. •
CRIMINAL JUSTICE • the police to take people more seriously when making logs • The police have been
awful. I was told that I would be in trouble if he get investigated, because I didn’t leave him, I allowed the
abuse, their advice was to drop the case against him unless I wanted to get in trouble. • I wish she could
come into court with me • That she can’t go into court with me, but that isn’t allowed •
OTHER • Not trying to fit people in boxes • Nobody listens to you if you’re sitting on the other side of the
desk • Even though I got help, I’m still isolated • Living in supported accommodation led to peer pressure •
Being ‘passed’ around different services • I didn’t have a good relationship with one support worker so
I didn’t feel I could engage, but original support helped again to re-refer. • nearly being evicted but my
support worker helped me through court and helped me set up a payment plan. •

Could anything have been done earlier or differently
to prevent you from needing the SP support service?
Lots of people at the engagement events and responding to the online survey said that they didn’t think
anything could have been done earlier or differently. Some reflected on how they needed to be ready
to get help “I think I needed to understand I needed help to move forward.” However, others had a
range of ideas about how services and agencies could intervene earlier or do things differently.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND EDUCATION • In school – kids need to be listened to a lot might’ve been different if
teachers had the knowledge and training to pick up on my issues • The only person I had to talk to about
things was my mum but she was dealing with a lot too. Growing up I needed someone to talk to, inside of
school and outside • Having had the support I have now growing up • Support services in school (mental
health) • More done with children when they’re young – classes on mental health to reduce stigma so
people know they can talk • More education in schools and colleges about different services available •
Life skills taught in schools(budgeting etc.) to help so I didn’t end up struggling with money • Issues picked
up in school • Awareness for young people •
HEALTH SERVICES • Mental Health crisis team need a bit of understanding – they did so many things wrong
after I tried to take my own life • A wider understanding of mental health across all services • The way
GPs act • Psychiatrists could’ve spotted signs • Being believed – I knew I had mental health issues but
was not listened to. It makes you feel like you’re crazy • An earlier diagnosis for my mental health – took
20 years to diagnose my autism & 14 years to diagnose my ADHD • Access to help courses – like anxiety
• Yes My mum could have had the support she needed from her mental health team • GP could have
listened to me more when I first presented to them •
HOUSING • More social housing • Easier rules around the housing register • presented myself homeless at
the council and was told to come back in the morning •
OTHER STATUTORY SERVICES • Social services could have been more supportive • social services
intervention could have been better and we may not have needed SP support • Clearer letters
from councils – worrying and not understanding letters makes people put their heads in the sand
• building mother and baby units in areas that need/ don’t have them • Better help form CPS / Adult
services • Maybe by my social worker being more involved, I may possibly have moved into supported
accommodation earlier • Yes, a better understanding of abuse in families of adults by another adult, and
therefore intervention and prevention •
BETTER COMMUNICATION AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION • A better knowledge of services available •
More information on social media • Better advertising of services – I didn’t know what was out there •
Knowledge needs to be shared • Access to internet to look for services • More awareness raising of
support that’s available • More publicity for services • Better communication between services • I had no
idea how much support was out there • the awareness of where to go to get help •
EARLY INTERVENTION • Earlier intervention • I could have come into the system earlier – been referred
earlier • A need for more services before reaching crisis point • Missing windows of opportunity •
Don’t let the problem get to its worse point before support gets put in place • if the support would be
there more sooner • someone who believed me the first time • Someone to support me earlier with my
decisions. • waiting for support for 3 years •
FAMILY SUPPORT • My mum being given the support she needed • My family could have been more
supportive • family problems • better family life • Family support after my mother died. • I feel had I had
family support things would have been very different •
CRIMINAL JUSTICE • The prison system could’ve helped me to a service • No local authority referral when
I left prison • Support before I went to prison • Earlier intervention before going to prison • Youth justice •
the police could have been more supportive •

